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WAYNE LEWIS 
ABSTRACT.  Compact connected abelian groups, or protori, have intrinsic structural  
characteristics that present for the entire category. In the case of finite-dimensional 
torus-free protori, The Resolution Theorem for Compact Abelian Groups sets the 
stage for demonstrating that the profinite subgroups inducing tori quotients comprise  
an isogeny class of finitely generated modules over the profinite integers, which is a  
lattice under intersection (meet) and + (join). The structural results enable the  
formulation of a universal resolution in the category of protori under morphisms of  
compact abelian groups. A single profinite subgroup from the lattice in the Resolution  
Theorem is replaced by the direct limit of the lattice of such subgroups and effects a 
covering morphism in which the discrete torsion-free Pontryagin dual of the protorus  
organically emerges as the kernel of the quotient map resolving the protorus. Among  
other advantages, this enables the study of a finite rank torsion-free abelian group as a 
canonical subgroup of its dual protorus, with the concomitant topological, analytical,  
and number-theoretic insights availed by the compact abelian setting. 
 
The purpose of this paper is to establish the existence of a covering group for a finite-
dimensional protorus G defined in terms of three canonical components: the Lie algebra of G, the 
Pontryagin dual of G, and the sum of the profinite subgroups of G that induce tori quotients. The 
result essentially depends upon showing that the collection of profinite subgroups of G which 
induce tori quotients is a lattice under + (join) and   (meet). This lattice is used to define a 
canonical subgroup for a universal resolution of G as a quotient group. The success of this 
endeavor depends entirely on Lemma 1, which does not hold for compact abelian groups in 
general. 
Let G be an m-dimensional torus-free protorus with Pontryagin dual X , a finite rank torsion free 
abelian group. Define the Lie algebra of G to be the finite-dimensional real topological vector 
space def continuous( ) Hom( , )G G L  under the topology of compact convergence. The torus-free hypothesis 
on G ensures that the exponential morphism, exp : ( )G GL  given by exp (1)r r , is injective 
[2, Corollary 8.47], which we assume throughout. Let defaG  exp ( )GL  denote the arc component 
of the identity in G [2, Theorem 8.30]. We use t  to denote topological isomorphism. 
Set  def( ) : 0  a profinite subgroup such that mtG G G       L . For each ( )GL  we get 
the rank-m free abelian group def exp ( )G  L  [2, Theorem 8.20]. Set def( )aG L  : ( )G  L . 
Lemma 1 will show that     for each ( )GL , from which it will follow that 1 2   
1 2    for 1 2, ( )G  L . 
Lemma 1.  If   is a profinite subgroup of a torus-free finite-dimensional protorus G such that 
dimG
tG     then exp ( )G  L . 
Proof.  By [2, Theorem 8.20] a profinite subgroup   such that dimGtG     always exists and 
for such a   we have defG G  ( )G
L  where    (exp , ) : ( ),expr r r G r  L  is a free 
abelian group and rank  dimG  rank[ exp ( )]G L . The projection of   onto its first 
coordinate is contained in def  exp ( )G L , so   is a subgroup of ( )G L . Because 
{0} G    is a topological isomorphism onto its image, 
{0} G      is as 
well. Since   is discrete in ( )GL  [2, Theorem 8.20], it is discrete in ( )G L , so defG  
( )G 

L  is a Hausdorff subgroup of G . But ( \ ) ( )G  L  is open in ( )GL  and 
( )G G L  is an open map, so the image of ( \ ) ( )G  L  under this map, namely 
[( \ ) ( ) ] /G     L \G G   , is open in G . It follows that G   is a compact abelian 
subgroup of G  and GG


 [ ( )][ ( )]
G
G
    
L
L
( )
( )
G
G
    
L
L
 by [2, Theorem 5.35]. So there is an 
exact sequence G G    . Now dim 0   dim( ) 0    and we know    is 
compact Hausdorff, so    is totally disconnected [2, Corollary 7.72]. Thus, ( )   is torsion 
[2, Corollary 8.5]. By Pontryagin duality, ( )   embeds in the torsion-free group G , whence 
( ) 0    and     exp ( )G L .   
A lattice is a partially ordered set in which any two elements have a least upper bound (join) and 
a greatest lower bound (meet). It follows that a lattice is directed upward and directed downward 
as a poset. Define the join as def1 2 1 2       and define the meet of 1 2, ( )G  L  by def1 2   
1 2  . The least upper bound and greatest lower bound properties follow directly from the 
definitions of join and meet: 1 3   and 2 3   1 2 3      and 1 3   and 2 3  
1 2 3     are clear directly from the definitions of meet and join. The only remaining lattice 
properties to verify are closure under join and meet, which is the content of the next lemma. In 
the process we show that ( )GL  is closed under scalar multiplication by positive integers, a result 
about which the reader is encouraged to reflect. We reiterate that ( )GL  is not a lattice in general 
for arbitrary compact abelian groups.  
Lemma 2.   def( ) : 0          H a profinite subgroup such that H is a torus    L , for a torus-free 
finite-dimensional protorus H, is a lattice under   for join and   for meet. 
Proof.  We show that if , ( )H  L , then there is a positive integer k such that [ : ]k    . 
The continuous image of the torus H   under the natural map H H      is path-connected 
and compact, whence ( )H   L  [2, Theorem 8.46] and the kernel    

  is a 0-
dimensional closed subgroup of H  , whence finite abelian [3, Proposition 2.9.1]. Thus k   is 
a profinite subgroup of    for some 0 k   [3, Lemma 2.9.11].  
Since   is a finitely generated module over the profinite integers   [3, Theorem 4.3.5], 
 n M    for some 0 n   and some closed subgroup M of  n . Hence, k   
 ( ) [( ) ]n nM k M M    ( )n nk M   so [ : ]k     :n nk      :
n nk      : nk  
nk  and [ : ]k    [ : ][ : ]k       [ : ][ : ] nk k          , as desired. 
Now, H is divisible so the multiplication-by-k map induces a surjective continuous map 
H H
k
   , and arguing as above we conclude ( )k H L . Because 
H H
k
    is surjective 
and continuous and   is profinite, it follows that ( )H L .  
Note that 
( )
0
G
 
L
 [2, Corollary 8.18] so lim tG G   [Proposition 1.33.ii]. Since ( )GL  is 
directed upward,  def( )G 
( )G

L
 under the subspace topology of G is topologically isomorphic 
to lim

  under the final topology, where U is open in lim

  if and only if U   is open in   
for each ( )GL . This representation for ( )G  facilitates application of homological algebra.  
Define a partial order on ( )aGL  by 1 2     1 2   . Note that 1 2 1 2( ) aG      
1 2( ) ( )a aG G      1 2    so we define 1 2    1 2  . The sum is not as well-
behaved on ( )aGL , so we define 1 2 1 2       . If 1 3     and 2 3    , then 1 3    
and 2 3   , so 1 2 31 2 3           and 1 2 3     . Thus, join on ( )aGL  is well-
defined. It follows that ( )aGL  is also a lattice. In particular, ( )aGL  is directed upward under   
with 1 2 1 2       . def ( ) ( ) exp ( )G GX G G     LL , under the subspace topology of G, is 
topologically isomorphic to lim
 
  under the final topology: We need to show that 
( ) ( )G G
  
  L
L
. An element of 1 n     , where ( )i G L , 1 i n  , is an element of 
1 ( )n G
   

 
L
. The reverse containment is clear. 
We note that the lattice structure for ( )GL  and its closure under scalar multiplication imply that 
the elements of ( )GL  comprise an isogeny class for an arbitrary profinite subgroup of a torus-
free protorus which induces a torus quotient, where an isogeny between compact abelian groups 
is a surjective morphism with finite kernel. 
Theorem.   A rank-m torsion-free abelian group X with no free summands has Pontryagin dual 
group a torus-free protorus with resolution 
( ) ( )
t
G GG
X
  L , X diagonally embedded, where 

( )
( )
G
G

  
L
 is a proper locally compact divisible subgroup, ( )GL  the lattice of profinite 
subgroups of G which induce tori quotients. Further, lim tG G   and limtX     where 
exp ( )G   L  is a rank-m free abelian group and     for each ( )GL ; that is,   
generates   as a module over the profinite integers  .  
Proof.  We proved the statements in the last sentence after Lemma 2. By the Resolution Theorem 
for Compact Abelian Groups and the exactness of the direct limit, the sequence 
lim lim[ ( )]G G
  
 L   is exact, where lim
 
  has the final topology induced by the 
discrete topology on each   as a subgroup of ( )GL . Also, lim[ ( )] tG  L ( ) ( )G G L  
where ( )G  has the subspace topology from G.  
The sequence lim lim lim GG
    
    is exact where ( )GL , directed downward, is an inverse 
system with bonding maps :f      for   . Thus, lim G G    is exact because 
lim tG G  , whence lim 0   . Dualizing we get the exact sequence lim lim limX T         
where def
continuousHom( , )T     . So lim 0T    and limtX     under the discrete topology.  
We conclude that the exact sequence lim lim[ ( )]G G
  
 L   is equivalent to the 
sequence  ˆ( ) ( )X G G G  L  , where (exp ) (exp , )r r r    and ˆ  is defined by 
ˆ( , ) exps s    for ( , ) ( ) ( )s G G  L . The map ˆ  extends the map   of the Resolution 
Theorem by extending the identity map in the first factor to ( )G . We obtain a universal 
resolution ( ) ( )t G GG X
  L . 
Next we show that ( )G  is divisible. Let ( )g G  and p . There exists ( )GL  such that 
g . Suppose that there is no x  for which px g . Since G is divisible there is an element 
y G  such that py g . Thus, { ,2 ,3 , ,( 1) , }y y y p y py    is a subgroup of G isomorphic to 
( )p  , and so is profinite; since the subgroup contains   it must be an element of ( )GL , as 
shown in the proof of Lemma 2. Thus, ( )y G . This proves that ( )G  is divisible because 
p  was arbitrary and the process can be iterated for all powers of all primes.  
If ( )G  is closed then it is compact and divisible, whence connected; but each ( )G    is 
totally disconnected, so this implies ( ) 0G   and aG G  is a torus of dimension dimG ; this is 
impossible because our standing assumption is that G is torus free. Thus, ( )G  is not closed; in 
particular, ( )G G  . We conclude that ( )G  is a proper nontrivial, non-compact, divisible 
locally compact abelian group.  
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